
 
 

 
 
 
 

2021 MEETINGS – SOME TBC 

7
th

 Feb Drop in – Steve Valentine 

21
st
 Feb Extra Meeting – Ace Magic Studio Dealer Demo 

8
th

 Mar Club Night 

5
th

 Apr AGM 

2
nd

 May Lecture – Mark Shortland 

6
th

 Jun Lecture  

4
th

 Jul TBC 

1
st
 Aug Club Night 

5
th

 Sep Close Up Competition 

3
rd

 Oct Lecture - TBC 

7
th

 Nov Props Auction 

5
th

 Dec  Xmas Fun Night 

         

 

2021 CLUB SHOWS 

8
th

 May  Wentworth School, Maldon (provisional new date) 

w/c 16
th

 Aug As If By Magic – Dixon Studio (TBC) 

 

 

CLUB WEBSITE 

www.southendsorcerers.com 

Members‟ area password - jimmy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONTACTS 

President - Adrian Fox     Club Shows Secretary – Richard Graham 

01702 297983 / 07711 982890    07951 441333 

adrianfox@compuserve.com   richard@richardgraham-magic.co.uk 

 

 

Treasurer – Tracy Wise     Secretary, Membership & Librarian – Ryan Young  

01702 597002       07854 634592 

tracywise@hotmail.co.uk      ryangyoung@hotmail.co.uk 
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LAST MEETING – 3
rd

 JANUARY – ANDREW NORMANSELL LECTURE 

Our first meeting of the New Year was held on Sunday 

3
rd

 January where we were joined online by 

accomplished performer and creator Andrew 

Normansell. Andrew combines mentalism, commercial 

close up, stand up and bizarre magic and he‟s been well 

established as an entertainer for over 25 years, working 

extensively both in the UK and abroad.  

 A lot of the material he presented in our lecture was card based, and there were some really 

effective routines which we could all pick up and learn without too much difficulty. 

 

He started off with a four queens routine where the spectator‟s selection is found using the four 

queens; and followed this with a four ace production which used the Rovi shuffle and the Simon 

turnover. These moves alone are well worth learning, and as we were able to record the lecture, 

you can now find it on our website in the „members only‟ section (the password for this area is 

jimmy). Take another look and check out these moves if you‟re not familiar with them. 

 

The next card routine (Random Revelation) included the use of a Halo cut – another sleight worth 

learning by revisiting the recording. 

 

A „coins across‟ routine was included too – this was largely based on the original David Roth 

routine, with a couple of Andrew‟s own changes. (David Roth has just recently passed away sadly, 

but if you want to learn really commercial coin work, he was a master and I‟d thoroughly 

recommend that you take a look at some of his work). 

 

This was followed by a really nice coin matrix effect which used a shell in place of one of the 

coins. The routine included the use of the drop vanish and the Ramsey subtlety – yet two more 

moves worth learning (watch the video for instructions!) 

 

Next up was Andrew‟s „Gypsy Oracle‟ numerology effect, a very clean self working card routine 

based on a mathematical principle. Using a spectator shuffled (49 card) deck and with a prediction 

in full view from the outset, an incredible counting force is used to arrive at the predicted card. It‟s 

a very deceptive routine that‟s too difficult to explain here, but watch the video and you‟ll see how 

easy it is to perform (it‟s at about 50 minutes into the recording). Brilliant!       

 

Next was a „spell to the aces‟ routine using a number of controls, false shuffles and a D‟Amico 

Shift – another move to review if you‟re not familiar with it. 

 

Andrew then went on to show and explain his version of the classic Anniversary Waltz plot, called 

„Signature Piece‟, which unusually uses no double facers or double backers. The spectators sign one 

face and one back of supposedly different cards which, of course, end up being the two sides of the 

same card in the traditional way.  

 

Next up was a similarly different look at the Ambitious Card plot. Andrew‟s final stage in the 

routine (called „Packet Classic‟) is to place the signed card in the box and have it transpose with a 

completely different card. 

 

Finally, Andrew showed us his idea for getting two cards signed by the same spectator under fire, 

when they think they‟ve only signed one. Using two duplicate cards and double lifts, you have one 

of the cards signed, then pretend to rub the ink off with a tissue to show how dry wipe markers 

work. Then you have them sign it again with permanent ink to show the difference. Of course 

you‟ve really had them sign two identical cards with permanent ink. This opens up all sorts of 

incredible effects such as signed card to wallet or any impossible location, or a burnt and restored 

routine. Really clever thinking! 

 

 

 



 

In short, the video is definitely well worth a re-watch as it does contain some very commercial ideas 

as well as new takes on classic plots. You‟ll find it in our members‟ section of the website, here: 

https://www.southendsorcerers.com/zoom-recordings 

 

Andrew was kind enough to offer some free materials to anyone who dropped him an email at 

info@andrewnormansell.com although it may be too late now. If anyone is interested though, I did 

send him a note of thanks and now have the materials he offered.  

 

In the end it was a really interesting evening‟s tuition and I hope you enjoyed it as much as I did – 

thanks go to everyone who dialled in for the meeting and of course to Andrew himself who 

presented us with some interesting ideas to try out.   

 

 

NEXT MEETING – 7
th

 FEBRUARY – STEVE VALENTINE DROP IN   

Our next meeting takes place (on Zoom) on Sunday 7
th

 February at 7.30pm. 

 

This time we hope to be joined from Los Angeles by special guest Steve 

Valentine. Steve was a junior member of the club some time ago and has gone on 

to become an internationally recognised star of magic and, as an actor, of both 

TV and feature film productions. He‟s filming for a new sitcom at present, but he 

hopes to be able to take some time out of his schedule to drop in for a chat.  

 

Steve often mentions Southend Sorcerers when performing magic as it was 

where he started out back in the early 80s. More recently he‟s been one of the stars of the 

internationally acclaimed „Illusionists‟ shows and is still very active in magic as well as in his 

work as an actor. 

 

He has been seen in films such as Mars Attacks!, Teen Beach Movie and Avalon High. He was a 

main cast member on Crossing Jordan, and has guest-starred on such shows as House MD, Monk,  

Just Shoot Me, Will and Grace, CSI, Dharma & Greg, and Charmed. 

 

Steve hosted the Sci-Fi Channel's reality show Estate of Panic. He voiced both Alistair in Dragon 

Age: Origins, and Harry Flynn in the video game Uncharted 2: Among Thieves. 

 

It‟ll be great to have the opportunity to chat with Steve, so be thinking 

about any questions you might like to ask him on Sunday – I‟m sure 

it‟ll be really interesting to hear what it‟s like from his perspective on 

things. He promises a Q&A session as well as a few tricks to share. 

I‟m sure it‟ll be an inspirational evening, and it‟ll be fascinating to 

find out how he went from being a Sorcerers member to becoming an 

internationally recognised name.  

 

As usual, the meeting will get underway at 7.30 and the dial in details 

are as follows: 

 
Topic: Southend Sorcerers meeting  
Time: Feb 7, 2021 07:30 PM London  
 
Join Zoom Meeting  
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/8254968023?pwd=MFRZVVZZclozNVBnUFNLNmttaHphdz09  
 
Meeting ID: 825 496 8023  
Passcode: sorcerers  
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EXTRA MEETING = 21
st
 FEBRUARY = ACE MAGIC STUDIO DEALER DEMO 

As we‟re always looking for opportunities to hold extra meetings in these 

weird times, here‟s another chance for us all to get together on Sunday 

21
st
 February. We‟ve arranged a dealer dem from our local magic 

supplier, Ace Magic Studio. 

 

Founded by Gary Sumpter and based on Canvey Island, Ace not only 

supplies all the usual items and effects you‟d expect to see from a dealer, 

they also create their own material for the magic community, specialising 

in mentalism based effects and routines. 

From their website: 

„Ace Magic Studio is happy to present our virtual Zoom lecture/Dealer Dem, for magic 

societies and groups. Join Stevo for a couple of hours of fun, magic, mentalism and 

banter! 

 

Many of you will know Stevo from his popular videos on social media and you may have 

even met us at the Ace Magic Studio stand at Blackpool. We are the nice guys of magic! 

 

Your can jump onto Zoom and have an evening seeing some super visual magic, powerful 

mentalism and much more! Our products are exclusive to us, so your members will be 

treated to a magic session containing tricks and effects that aren't available anywhere else! 

 

As well as seeing some of the Ace Magic Studio products, you will come away learning 

stuff you may never have thought of, for FREE! You will also be given a unique discount 

code that can be used to save money during and after the lecture.‟ 

 

You can have a look at their website for more information here: 

https://acemagicstudio.com 

 

Looks like this will be a great entertaining evening, so do join us if you can. The usual dial in 

details are as follows: 

 
Topic: Ace Magic Studio Dealer Dem  
Time: Feb 21st, 2021 07:30 PM London  
 
Join Zoom Meeting  
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/8254968023?pwd=MFRZVVZZclozNVBnUFNLNmttaHphdz09  
 
Meeting ID: 825 496 8023  
Passcode: sorcerers  

   

 

CLUB SHOWS 

If you’d like to perform at any of our future shows, either 

with close-up magic or as a stage act, then please contact 

Richard Graham on 01268 783202. Rick will also provide 

details of venue addresses, times and directions as required. 

 

CURRENT SHOW BOOKINGS 

As you know, we have no new shows in the diary at present due 

to the difficult Covid situation. We did however have a show 

booked for 27
th

 February 2021 at the Wentworth School in Maldon. Due to the ongoing restrictions, 

this date has now been moved and we have a new provisional date: 

 

 

 

 

https://acemagicstudio.com/
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/8254968023?pwd=MFRZVVZZclozNVBnUFNLNmttaHphdz09


 

 

Sat 8
th

 May, Wentworth School in Maldon 

Please do note this date in your diary and let‟s all hope that we can get our performing shoes on 

and get out to show them some of our best magic! 

 

 

NEWS ABOUT ‘AS IF BY MAGIC’ 2021 

All being well, our 10
th

 anniversary shows for „As If By Magic‟ at the 

Dixon Studio will still be running during week commencing 16
th

 

August 2021! 

 

Let‟s all keep fingers crossed that this is a date that can go ahead – but 

in the meantime, please note the date in your diary and be ready to get 

involved! Start thinking about the magic you want to perform at this 

brilliant week of magic now! 

 

We‟re really looking forward to getting this incredible project back on 

track after having to miss the shows this year – hopefully it‟ll be an 

amazing week for all of us!!   

 

 

MEMBERSHIP NEWS 

Subscriptions 

In view of the terrible year everyone has had due to the Covid situation, and the fact that as a 

club we feel we need to support our members in any way that we can, the committee has been 

discussing options and we‟ve come to the following conclusion which we hope you will be 

pleased about. 

 

Although we‟ve done our best to keep the club active and thriving, there‟s no doubt that things 

simply aren‟t the same when we can‟t meet in person. We haven‟t been able to get together as 

we‟d like for some time now, and we don‟t believe it‟s fair to ask for a subscription renewal in 

view of the way things have been. 

 

So we plan to allow your membership to simply continue without a new subscription until 

October 2021 at the earliest. This effectively gives you 6 months membership free of charge. We 

hope that in this way, you‟ll feel that we‟re doing right by our membership and encouraging you 

to stay with us until we can get back to some sort of normality.    

 

 

MAGIC NEWS 

The E-Club Pro Live - Open Event – online - 10th February 

Mark Leveridge's brand new Zoom lecture has already been seen by a 

number of societies around the country, but for those magicians who are 

either not affiliated to a magic society, or whose club are not providing 

Zoom lectures, an opportunity to see the complete lecture is now being 

offered via an Open Event.  

 

The lecture will take place at 7.30pm on Wednesday 10th February 2021 

and will comprise of a 2 hour Zoom presentation of a selection of top ideas extracted from 

Mark's E-Club Pro archive.  

 

Mark will perform and explain in full a variety of straightforward to do magic suitable for close-

up shows, commercial performance, stand-up and mentalism.  

 

 

 



 

Everything is performed with everyday objects or commonly available magic props (such as 

sponge balls etc.), and the methods are practical and useable.  

 

The cost for a ticket is £10.00, but provided registrants attend on the night, afterwards they will 

receive a MLM Credit Voucher worth £10.00 to spend on any product from Mark's range, thus 

making the lecture itself effectively free if the voucher is cashed in.  

 

For more information and to book your place right now, see www.markleveridge.co.uk. 

 

 

The Session - live & online - 2nd-4th July 

A lot of effort and consideration has gone into the decision to hold 

The Session again this year, and Vanishing Inc are making some key 

changes to the format, working under UK government guidance and 

regulations. There‟s no question that COVID-19 has created 

obstacles for any convention, but they are also viewing it as an 

opportunity to create a more intimate, meaningful, social gathering 

than ever done before. Whether you choose to attend online, or in person, they‟re confident that 

this will be a convention to remember!  

 

If you haven‟t been to The Session before, it‟s the UK‟s only close 

up magic convention and it attracts many of the world‟s top names. 

Based minutes from Heathrow Airport, it‟s now London‟s only 

remaining convention.  

 

When you register you can decide whether you prefer to attend in 

person or to enjoy the convention by streaming it from home. All 

shows, lectures, and events will be viewable online, and they‟ll set up virtual tours of the dealer 

room where you‟ll be able to see and purchase the latest releases online.  

 

And importantly, if you plan on attending The Session in person, but need to change (even last-

minute), switching to an online-only registration is free and easy. However you decide to join the 

event, the price is the same: £155 for the entire three day weekend. 

 

For full details visit: www.vanishingincmagic.com. 

 

 

FINALLY, AS USUAL, SOME NEW MAGIC TO CHECK OUT 

 

Cards/Mentalism                   TRIPLE IMPACT - COLLATERAL DAMAGE by Peter Nardi 

Collateral Damage is Peter Nardi‟s personal handling of Triple 

Impact. A truly fantastic version that he has kept secret for years!  

  

Imagine having a spectator cut the deck, remove 3 cards and place 

them into 3 different pockets (left, right and back) 

  

Then they cut the deck again and remove another 3 cards. You now 

read their mind and tell them which 3 cards they have (all while your 

back is turned)  

  

You now state that before you left the house today you also placed 3 cards into 3 pockets but from 

a different coloured deck.  You remove a card from your back pocket as you ask your spectator to 

do the same.  When the cards are turned around they match! 

 

 

 

https://www.markleveridge.co.uk/product/e-club-pro-live-lecture-open-event-ticket/
https://www.vanishingincmagic.com/magic-conventions/the-session/


 

You now remove a card from your right hand pocket which matches the card from their right and 

pocket and the same goes for the remaining pocket! 

 

Triple Impact Collateral Damage is super easy to do and mixes both mind reading and 

precognition to give you an absolutely mind blowing effect.  

 

No R & S 

No Pocket Indexes 

Pockets are completely empty after the cards are removed 

No Sleight Of Hand  

 

Triple Impact is available at Alakazam and costs £25 

 

https://www.alakazam.co.uk/triple-impact-collateral-damage-by-peter-nardi-and-matt-ellison-

blue.html 

 

 

Mentalism                 FROZEN IN TIME 2.0 – THE SWEDISH TOUCH by Lars-Peter Loeld 
It was back in 1998 that Katsuya Masuda from Japan first performed this 

piece of magic on television. Since then it has become one of those legendary 

masterpieces that are still performed on a daily basis by performers all over 

the world. Now it is back – and with a very nice special "Swedish Touch” by 

Lars-Peter Loeld.  

 

You show an envelope and state that it has a very special prediction inside. A 

spectator freely names any full hour of the day. The envelope is opened and inside is a sealed 

transparent acrylic frame with an old photo of a pocket watch inside it, showing exactly the chosen 

hour! And then… new with this version, the frame can actually be handed over for 

examination! The envelope is empty and your spectators will have no chance to figure out how…! 

 

This outstanding piece of magic produces a deep impact on your entire audience. Even other 

magicians will not believe what they have just seen. Even those who know the old secret will be 

fooled by the Swedish Touch. 

 

The whole concept of using a paper photo as a prediction gets a huge impact because photos can‟t 

be altered – can they? The frame is thick and super-clear acrylic. Real screws are used to securely 

secure the frame on each corner. Everything about this item has a luxurious feel. 

 

Frozen in Time 2.0 - The Swedish Edition… 

…is upgraded by Lars-Peter Loeld – a brilliant idea based on Masuda‟s original. 

…can be handed out and fully examined by the spectators (the old version couldn‟t). 

…has the highest quality in terms of appearance, mechanism and structure. 

…comes in a nice box, ready to use with several envelopes and clear online instruction in English. 

 

This isn‟t cheap at £94, but the effect is incredible and looks instant – they say 3.00, you take out 

the frame and the photo shows a watch set at 3.00. No fumbling or delays.  

 

Check out the trailer here: 

https://www.alakazam.co.uk/frozen-in-time-20-the-swedish-touch-.html 
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Cards                                                             BUBBLE THOUGHT by Adam Elbaum 

"Bubble Thought" is possibly one of the best virtual card tricks to come out 

in recent months – it‟s perfect for Zoom shows and it garners gasps and 

screams. It also doesn't require any tedious, mathematical follow-along 

instructions. 

 

"Bubble Thought" looks like this, and it really is this clean: A spectator 

grabs any deck of cards from around their house and mixes them thoroughly 

while you do the same with your deck. They hold the cards up to their 

camera so you, the performer, can think of one. Then you hold up your 

cards so they can think of one of yours. Now each of you cuts the pack at 

any point you like. You each cut to each other's card. Pure. Simple. Impossible. 

 

"Bubble Thought" is more than a simple glimpse and reveal. There are layers of subtlety to ensure 

that every moment in the trick is both clear and impossible. The best part might just be Adam's 

revolutionary, new handling of the venerable Cross Cut Force. His handling not only allows you 

to perform this long distance, but it allows you to perform the force without ever touching the 

cards. Moreover, the two packets are kept entirely separate for the duration of the force, which (we 

think) makes it even more effective. 

 

This download from Vanishing Inc costs £15.60 - running time: 1 hour 4 minutes 

 

Please note: "Bubble Thought" will require you to assemble "your" deck of cards from several 

existing decks. There are no gaffs required, per se, but duplicate cards are necessary. 

 

 

Mentalism                                                                   THE ORACLE SYSTEM by Ben Seidman  

 “The Oracle System” is a simple, powerful, pure 

demonstration of mind reading that is bound to immediately 

become one of the most moving and impactful pieces of 

magic in your show.  

 

Using nothing more than 10 tarot cards, you will deliver an 

unforgettable experience to your audience. However, it‟s 

important to note that this is not a tarot card reading. “The 

Oracle System” is instead a series of powerful mentalism reveals that just happen to use tarot 

cards. 

"The Oracle System" is all about your spectator--their lives, their choices, their future. The 

structure of the trick allows you to explore personal relationships and reveal intimate information. 

You're able to predict the choices someone will make, and even the thoughts they think, using 

a powerful, original cocktail of methods. 

 

Here‟s a sample: 

Your spectator and you each shuffle a packet of five matching tarot cards. You each eliminate four 

of the cards leaving just one...which, impossibly, matches theirs every time. You then show 

that every card in each of your packets match, proving you each made the same decisions at every 

stage of the routine. 

 

There are multiple ways for this trick to go, each as strong as the other. What‟s most important is 

that Ben teaches you how to focus your energy on being present in the moment and to deliver a 

performance that feels deeply personal and wholly authentic using a mixture of cold-reading, 

intuition and the specially-printed tarot cards. 

 

 

 



 

You receive a vegan leather carrying case, ten custom-printed tarot cards, and a comprehensive 

instructional download. You also get access to an hour-long conversation between Luke Jermay 

and Ben Seidman in which they discuss never before shared tips on Tarot effects and Cold 

Reading. 

 

You can see the trailer and a demonstration of the effect ay Vanishing Inc, where the price is ££35 

 

https://www.vanishingincmagic.com/close-up-magic/the-oracle-system/ 

 

 

Books                                   THE FOUR TREASURES by Harapan Ong and TCC      

As magicians, we love playing cards. With 1,000s of different 

decks of cards available, some of us have amassed quite a 

collection of custom playing cards. Often these decks replace 

the Jokers and advertising cards with special gimmicked cards. 

Yet, for the most part, they don't give you much insight on how 

to use them. 

 

With The Four Treasures, Harapan Ong (the brilliant mind behind Principia) teaches you how to 

turn these overlooked gaffs into powerful tools for your everyday repertoire. 

 

An expert card magician, Harapan has identified the double-backer, double-index card and two 

different double-faced cards as the most versatile gimmicked cards. He carries them in every deck 

of cards and now is ready to share his knowledge with you. 

 

The Four Treasures features four incredible effects. Each one uses one of these treasures. This 

means that, as long as you have at least one of these four playing cards in your case, you'll be able 

to perform a card magic miracle. 

 

Get Ready to Learn: 

An easy two-card transpo that will catch even the cleverest of magicians off guard 

 

How to make a signed selection disappear from a spectator's open palm and reappear in your 

pocket 

 

A brilliant packet trick with a stunning imbalanced transposition finale 

 

A powerful sandwich routine with two selections and a kicker ending that will have your 

audiences baffled (Harapan's personal favourite routine in the book) 

 

Every routine in The Four Treasures is described in great detail and accompanied by more than 90 

stunning, colour photographs. To make learning even easier, you'll also receive a link to a full 

video performance of every trick. 

 

The Four Treasures is available from Vanishing Inc and costs £26.25. 

 

https://www.vanishingincmagic.com/card-magic/the-four-treasures/ 

 

 

 

 

That’s about it for this month everyone – stay safe and send any articles for next month’s 

newsletter to Adrian for publishing. 
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